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W906A
Benefits

Harsh, demanding
processing operations
are a reality within
the forest industry.
Oftentimes, the difficult
environment can play
havoc on critical components like bearings,
resulting in productivity challenges. That’s
why when it comes to
providing reliable, durable performance and
keeping you up and
running, the paper and
forest industries turn
to Timken for friction
management solutions. Timken offers
a wide range of bearings, related products
and services for paper
mills, saw mills, bag
plants, corrugators
and other finishing applications.
Brands you trust
Through more than
100 years in business, Timken has
built a strong tradition
of quality, technology and innovation. A
long list of customer
certifications provides
solid evidence that our
products have earned
customer trust.

Enhanced Timken® Torrington® Spherical Bearing
The Timken brand also
reflects the well-known
quality of Torrington®
and Fafnir® product
lines. By leveraging
the benefits of these
brands – from design
through distribution –
Timken is giving paper
and forest industry
customers more options. In addition, our
experience in paper
mills is evident by
the fact that Timken
Torrington bearings
have been designed
for and supplied to the
industry since 1946.
Experienced
engineering support
Leveraging decades
of expertise, Timken’s
engineering team
works closely with
heavy industrial customers to help determine optimal bearing
design. Engineers
may also recommend
appropriate sealing
arrangements, lubrication type, quantity and
intervals.

Provides Reliable Operation for Paper Mills
W906A modification

of compression to help

Case-hardened
components >
Provides up to three
times longer L10 life in
testing with high stress
applications. Fracture
resistance prevents
costly journal damage
and has demonstrated
the ability to tolerate
damage caused by
contamination.

Maximized capacity >
Improved internal
geometry permits
greater roller length
and diameter for
some of the highest
load capacities in the
bearing industry. This
extends bearing service
life under normal
operating conditions.

Superior precision >
Advanced manufacturing controls
exceed RBEC 5 precision levels
for eccentricity control. This is a
quarter the radial runout of many
competitive designs. Improved
eccentricity control reduces vibration and contributes to greater
caliper control. Both high and low
points of eccentricity are marked
on inner and outer rings to guide
installation and help achieve optimum running precision.

Improved components >
Smoother finishes and
one-piece machined
bronze cage enhance
lubrication and help
to strengthen the total
design.

Broad range >
As shown in the chart
below, improved
features are available
across a wide range
of Torrington spherical
roller bearing types
and sizes.

For The
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Torrington’s superior stress profile is now standard on the above spherical roller bearing sizes. To order, simply add the designation “W906A” to the bearing code, i.e. 231/530KYMBW906AC3.
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Other opportunities include >
- TDC® coatings offers superior corrosion resistance
in harsh wet-end environments. To order, add the W8
modification code to the
part number.
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be overcome to pro-

3

ened inner rings and

Feeding logs into the

your the saw mill oper-
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1 Small spherical roller
bearing [<220mm bore]
opportunities include >
- Press rolls
- Felt rolls
- Wire rolls
- Wire return rolls

products to help keep

2 W906A opportunities
include >
- Press rolls
- Suction rolls
- Variable crown rolls
- Granite rolls
- Coater rolls
- Couch rolls
- Yankee dryers
Other opportunities include >
- Triple ring bearings for
crown control rolls

3 W40I opportunities include >
- Dryer bearings with case
carburized inner rings (W40I
modification code) are used
to withstand the thermal
stresses of accelerated startups
4 W906A opportunities
include >
- Calender rolls
- Super calender rolls
- Embossing rolls
- Temperature-controlled rolls
Other opportunities include >
- Triple ring bearings for crown
control rolls
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20350-11

B-9486-G

20350-12

B-9384-G

Timken Torrington SAF pillow
blocks combine rugged castiron housings with high capacity
spherical roller bearings.

fies assembly and service. Available with multiple sealing options to
protect against contamination, Torrington

Timken has a complete range of
Torrington small bore spherical
roller bearings for many operations
within the paper mill.
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Other opportunities include >
- TDC® coatings offers superior corrosion resistance
in harsh wet-end environments. To order, add the W8
modification code to the
part number.
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®
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opportunities include >
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products to help keep
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include >
- Press rolls
- Suction rolls
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- Granite rolls
- Coater rolls
- Couch rolls
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crown control rolls
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Timken Torrington SAF pillow
blocks combine rugged castiron housings with high capacity
spherical roller bearings.

fies assembly and service. Available with multiple sealing options to
protect against contamination, Torrington

Timken has a complete range of
Torrington small bore spherical
roller bearings for many operations
within the paper mill.
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Paper and
Forest
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With an extended inner ring
and self-aligning bearing,
Timken Fafnir ball bearing
housed units are easy to
mount and install.

Available with Timkenformulated grease, our singlepoint lubricators can keep
critical components, located
in difficult-to-access locations,
operational.

Timken condition monitoring
products and services are an
important component to a
mill’s predictive or preventive
maintenance plan.
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